Chinese and Western Combinations
Pisces (Rabbit) Month
Combination with Rat Year:
"Faith" Neptune, Water, Mutable
"Regulator" Yin-Positive Water
Characteristics:
Fearfulness,
Charisma,
Indecision,
Meddling,
Rage,
Intellectual,
Sociability, Skill, Guile, Awareness, Spirituality,
Compatibility, Smugness, Thrift, Acquisitiveness,
Thirst for Power, Lack of Will, Perception,
Diffidence,
Influence,
Verbosity,
Creativity,
Understanding, Nervousness, Appeal

This combination is very open and sympathetic on the one hand and very aggressive
on the other. Their balancing act in regard to these almost contradictory traits is
magical. Working with another person they are essentially guaranteed to win. They
are living proof that the sum is more than the total of its parts. The Pisces-Rat is a
team player and usually the team is a duo. They work well and win often doing things
in tandem. The Pisces, with its fish qualities, has a special relationship to water, which
is apparently soft and giving. It can, however, like floods or erosion, be very powerful.
The Rat, thanks to the influence of Pisces, gains an awareness of finitude. This
awareness helps bring about a wiser and more perceptive individual. Consequently
their choices are better. The Pisces-Rat is a dependent person. They do not function
singly very well at all. With a partner they can do quite well. This combination does not
want to be accountable for things. They would rather stand beside the person who is.
In this way they make great assistants or executive secretaries. Awareness of the
finite also makes provisions for better planning.
Pisces are known for being
irresolute, but the Rat quickly puts an end to that issue.
Romance: This combination as a partner needs to make them feel wanted. Mushy
sentimentalism is an excellent way to keep the relationship with a Pisces-Rat going.
An approach of the romance novel kind will be highly effective. The Pisces-Rat
sometimes has a fairy tale love and marriage story, so there is always a chance. A lot
of the time this does happen. Rather they frequently hook up with a good other half
and happily play second fiddle to them. Their choice then, becomes a pragmatic one
and a companionship situation. In this kind of situation there is a good chance their
home will be a place to go to after work. Somewhere else, but distinctly not at home,
will be their real relationship. The Pisces-Rat is a very sensitive and high-strung
individual. They prefer a love on the side; someone who can calm them.
Relationships: For compatibility very poor choices in this combination and bringing
up the rear are Gemini, Virgo or Sagittarius-Horses. Buffalos and Dragons are

superior selections for love and marriage. The very best selections from these signs
are the Taurus, Cancer, Scorpio and Capricorn. Additionally, Capricorn and ScorpioMonkeys are fine picks.
Family Life: The Pisces-Rat that lives alone has a place that is a bit odd but comfy. In
relationships of any kind, including groups, this combination goes along with what
others decide. As mothers or fathers, the Pisces-Rat is conscientious and trustworthy.
They enjoy a good laugh and are happy to play ball with the kids or make the little
ones smile. The home of a Pisces-Rat will be decorated according to their partner’s
tastes. This combination allows them to decide all matters pertaining to the home and
many other ones as well. In the event that the Pisces-Rat has their own personal
space at home it will be a bit on the messy side with little regard for décor.
Likelihood: This individual is a worrier and craves security. They are happy to work
for the common good, but they expect to be rewarded for their efforts, whether it is
monetarily or increased status. There is absolutely no desire to be the boss and if they
fell into that position they would be unhappy and likely do a poor job. They want
control but not the limelight. Their true being will almost never be revealed to others.
The Pisces-Rat is very slow to trust others. Somewhat surprisingly, they are critical
and somewhat cunning as well as self-righteous. This later trait is exacerbated if they
belong to a group that they deem as upscale or important.
Famous Pisces/Rats: Lawrence Durrell, Patricia Nixon, Gloria Vanderbilt, Robert
Altman, James Taylor.

